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“Like clay in the hands of the potter, so are you
in my hand.”
Jeremiah 18:6
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Wesley Impact! Hello

Hello
Amidst a year of challenges, many Australians have considered the
bigger questions of life, some for the first time. In recent research
conducted with McCrindle, more than 80% of respondents agreed
that they had come to appreciate the importance of community and
more than 75% of people indicated they wanted to do more to
support the vulnerable people around them.
It has been our vision in Jesus Christ at Wesley Mission to serve those most in
need for over 200 years. However, these are uniquely challenging times and
fulfilling our Christian mission must be maintained.
For many people this time has prompted a growing awareness of the damage that
has been caused by valuing wealth-accumulation, status and celebrity over and
above service industries and essential workers. This may motivate us to ask fresh
questions about which skills are appreciated in our community and the fact that
perhaps those who remain unrewarded may be amongst the most essential
of workers.
Another aspect of discovery is the joy that has been experienced in caring for
others. This is a profoundly Christian truth and I share some words I read recently
that struck me powerfully in this regard: “No longer is it possible to deny the truth
that what is at the heart of humanity is the quality of our relationships, our capacity
to show love and kindness and our innate need for contact.”

“As we journey
on the difficult
pathways of life
we might consider
the effect we have
on the people
around us and the
convictions we
carry with us.”

At Wesley Mission our services have seen increased demand, in particular Wesley
Emergency Relief which, as you will read, has been practically meeting urgent
needs across New South Wales. COVID-19 has also brought the issue of
homelessness and affordable housing to prominence as having a safe place to
shelter in and the rising cost of living are challenges heightened by the pandemic.
Both Vince and Carmel’s stories reveal the everyday crises that can so easily leave
a person disconnected and in need of support. I am proud that Wesley Mission is
undertaking two considerable projects to begin to address these needs in our
community, Wesley Edward Eagar Centre to provide crisis accommodation and
Wesley RJ Williams as our first affordable housing venture in Inner Sydney.
The challenges experienced this year have also called for urgent advocacy in the
areas of gambling reform and suicide prevention. In this issue you will learn more
about our partnerships with leading alliances and peak bodies to raise awareness
of the inequities causing disadvantage and distress. We are discovering through
revealed statistics regarding the Coronavirus that there has been a
disproportionate impact upon the poor and specific groups and we must raise our
voices together in support.
In this, my penultimate issue of Wesley Impact! as Superintendent/CEO,
I want to encourage every reader, that as we journey on the difficult
pathways of life we might consider the effect we have on the people
around us and the convictions we carry with us. Asking those
deeper questions as to the purpose of our lives and who the
person of Jesus Christ is to each of us, are some of the most
important questions that challenging circumstances can
prompt us to contemplate.

Rev Keith V Garner AM
Superintendent/CEO
Wesley Mission
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Wesley Impact! Journey of resilience

Vince’s
light at
the end
of a dark
tunnel

It was cold. Sometimes unbearably cold.
Every night Vince would huddle in his
crowded tent, which he shared with four
other men beneath the light rail tunnels
at Wentworth Park.

Wesley Impact! VInce’s light at the end of a dark tunnel

And while the tunnels
provided shelter from
the rain, the icy winds
were strong.
“Living in Wentworth Park was hard,”
Vince reflects. “It’s always a struggle.
You’ve got no facilities. It gets cold. You
have to always be on the hunt for food.”
And when Vince wasn’t searching for
food, he spent hours alone reflecting
whether he had much of a future. At
that time, it looked bleak.
“I thought I was going to be on the
streets for the rest of my life,” Vince
says.

Afraid, Vince turned to Rob and said,
“I don’t think I’m going to stay.”
But the tents back at Wentworth Park
were gone. They were removed that
same day. The only option was to
sleep on the ground. “I didn’t want to
do that,” Vince says.

“I’m going to give credit to Vince,”
Andy says. “He’s the one who’s
pushed this forward. Vince took up
the baton and ran with it. He’s done
everything we asked him to do.”

Outwardly, Vince wears the scars of
sleeping rough. But Vince speaks
thoughtfully. And beneath his kind
eyes and soft nature, he reveals
vulnerability, having experienced true
loneliness and disconnection from his
time on the streets.

And Vince’s relationship with Wesley
Mission Chaplain Michael Tang is one
he’ll always value. Throughout his stay
at Wesley Edward Eagar Centre,
every Sunday Vince would join
Michael’s Bible study.

“It was something I used to look
forward to on a Sunday, meeting up
Intimidated by the volume of people
with
Michael. He was always a friendly
living at Wesley Edward Eagar Centre,
face
asking how you’re going, if you’re
Vince suddenly missed his community.
all
right
and offering to pray for you”,
For those three years he lived on the
says Vince.
streets, Vince had built friendships.

But in a moment, that all shifted. “I was
lucky that Wesley Mission came along, “When I first lived on the streets, I was
and they changed all that for me,” he
just living in parks and was quite
says.
isolated. That was difficult because it
affected
my mental health. I felt very
Vince says he’ll always remember that
lonely
and
depressed,” Vince says.
day. He woke to a commotion in the
park. He walked over to the
Department of Communities and
Justice marquee and there he met
Rob, Operations Manager for Wesley
Homeless Services.
Rob simply listened to Vince as he
shared his story. “Rob was really a big
comfort and really compassionate.
And he said to me, ‘One way or
another, together we’ll make sure that
last night was the very last night you’ll
need to sleep out’.” An invitation was
extended to stay at Wesley Edward
Eagar Centre, inner-city emergency
accommodation.
Vince vividly recalls that long walk from
Wentworth Park to Wesley Edward
Eagar Centre in Surry Hills. “It was
raining heavily, and I got to the lodge
and I was soaked. It was so good to
have a hot shower and a hot meal. I
was very grateful.”
While thankful for these comforts,
when Vince first entered Wesley
Edward Eagar Centre, he felt
overwhelmed. “I couldn’t handle all the
people.”

has given throughout his whole
journey.

“Then I met a guy living at Wentworth
Park and he told me, ‘You can come
and share my tunnel with me’. The
friendship started from there.”
While Vince missed his community,
he slowly began connecting with
people at Wesley Edward Eagar
Centre. “Rob just encouraged me to
give it a chance,” he says.
And Vince is so glad he did. Initially he
kept to himself. But gradually Vince
came out of his shell and began
enjoying meals, coffee and pool
games with other residents.
He developed a strong relationship
with Andy, Wesley Edward Eagar
Centre Program and Practice
Manager. Immediately they bonded
over their daughters having the same
name.

Vince has continually found hope
through his faith and was something
he leaned on while living on the
streets.
“Faith is important to me. It’s one thing
that gives me hope and comfort
because when I was alone on the
streets, it was good to know that
there’s a God and that he’s looking
after me,” Vince says.

“No matter how alone I
was, I wasn’t really alone
because Jesus loves us
all and he made a big
sacrifice for us.”
“That’s what I like about faith, that
you can have unconditional love and
there’s no barriers.”
The love Vince experiences from
Jesus is the same love Vince has for
his own daughter. Vince’s love for
his daughter has motivated him
along his whole journey out of
homelessness. Vince’s eyes light up
as he begins talking about her. “She
inspired me to keep on going.”

“He was a very quiet-spoken man at
first. But just that little bit of
connection and we hit it off from there.
Ten years ago, Vince lost contact
It’s something as simple as that,”
with his daughter after travelling
Andy shares.
through a messy divorce. During
Vince is thankful for the support Andy
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this time, his mental health took its
toll. “Being separated from her was
pretty traumatic for me,” he says.
“I didn’t care as much for myself as I
did for my daughter because she’s
the most important thing to me.
She’s the one thing that keeps me
going and I think if it wasn’t for that
love that I have for her, I probably
wouldn’t be sitting here in front of
you right now.”
After the divorce, Vince didn’t have
any contact with his daughter. But
driven by that love, he invested what
money he received from the divorce
settlement into a property, which he
put into a Trust under his daughter’s
name.
“Years ago, I had a problem with
addiction and I think if I’d kept that
money, I would’ve blown it,” he
shares.
“I love my daughter so much and I
just wanted to leave something for
her. I want to make sure that she
doesn’t have to struggle in her life.”
Vince gave all he had to her. While
admirable, it meant Vince had
nothing left to build a life for himself.
And his property investment limited
his ability to access housing
support. Unable to afford the
property’s mortgage payments, he
needed to source rental income. But
that left Vince without a home. So,
he ended up on the streets.
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While a unique situation, the team at
Wesley Edward Eagar Centre began
navigating through Vince’s legal
housing issues.
After eight months of living at
Wesley Edward Eagar Centre, Vince
was offered a transitional home in
Sydney’s inner suburbs. It was a
fresh start. But it came with new
challenges. Suddenly Vince had to
re-learn life skills.

“I had more independence,
which was good because
I didn’t have that for a long
time. I was always relying
on people and I guess it
gave me a better chance
to grow,” Vince says.
While a new chapter for Vince, for
two more years he continued to wait
for a permanent home. “At one point
I didn’t know if I was ever going to
get housed because of the legal
ramifications,” he says.
But when that day finally came,
Vince was shocked. One phone call
changed his life. And now Vince has
a place he can permanently call
home.
The first time Vince saw his new
home, he was blown away.
Everything was new from the freshly
painted walls to the soft carpets.

Andy and his team organised
furniture, kitchen appliances and
blinds for Vince’s new home and
sent a team of people to help Vince
move.
“A couple of the caseworkers came
here and set the place up for me. I
didn’t have to basically do anything.
I just brought my clothes and
everything else was set up, so I’m
grateful for that. Wesley Mission
have helped me tremendously and
they’ve been a great support,” Vince
says.
“The last 10 years have been a
struggle for me and I didn’t ever
think that I’d end up where I am
today, but I do have to thank Wesley
Mission. Their support and their
interaction with me and helping me
with housing, I couldn’t have done
that by myself.”
Andy adds, “It’s going to give him a
good base now to move forward.
He’s got something now that is his,
and I think it’s a new way of living for
him.”
Vince now relishes sitting on his
balcony enjoying a cuppa as the sun
streams down. And just a 10 minute
walk to his mental health support
service, Vince feels he’s finally in the
right place. Now re-connected with
his daughter, Vince can’t wait to
have his first meal with his daughter
in his new home.

Wesley Impact! A change from the inside out

A change from the inside out
For the first time, Wesley Homeless Services Manager,
Rob accidentally set off the alarm at Wesley Edward Eagar Centre.
What would be routine procedure for
many was a moment of irony for Rob
as the alarm, which had never been
needed before, meant that the
building would empty for the first time
in 40 years.
The last 40 years in Surry Hills,
providing crisis accommodation for
some of Sydney’s most vulnerable
men and women, are part of Wesley
Mission’s history of more than 200
years of ministry and care amongst
people experiencing homelessness.
And now it’s time for the next chapter.
In October 2019, the Development
Application for the complete
transformation of the building was
approved. Wesley Mission CEO, the
Rev Keith Garner explains the urgent
nature of the project, “Our building is
no longer fit for purpose. We’re not
just providing a bed, we’re offering a
whole range of services to help
people leave homelessness for good.”
“The new design will offer increased
dignity and comfort, with the security of
a single room and ensuite bathroom.

Residents will also receive additional
support services including mental
health, financial counselling and
employment support.”

Rob and his team are looking forward
to seeing the positive impact that the
refurbishment will have for people
most in need.

Wesley Mission supporters and
donors have so far pledged
$3,533,580 towards a fundraising
taget of $8 million, with City of Sydney
announcing a $1 million grant in
March 2020. Lord Mayor Clover
Moore says the council is proud to
support this crucial service.

“If someone can walk in, whether first
time or long-term homeless and not
think ‘what has my life come to’, but to
have their eyes lifted, to feel welcome
and be inspired to believe for
something more, then we’ve done our
job,” says Rob.

“It is unacceptable that in a city as
prosperous as Sydney, people are
living rough on the streets… we are
delighted to partner with Wesley
Mission on this important upgrade.”
Two interim locations in Sydney have
been secured to continue providing
accommodation during the
renovations and both are now
welcoming people. Recently, Lipman
was announced as the construction
partner to complete the building
upgrades, which are anticipated to
take approximately 10 months.

And just like setting the alarm off for
the first time, there is an irony to the
transformation that the building will
undergo itself, when, like so many of
the people supported by Wesley
Mission over the years, Wesley
Edward Eagar Centre experiences a
change from the inside out.
To make a donation to the
Wesley Edward Eagar Centre
Appeal, wesleymission.org.au/
weec2020
Donations of $2 or more are
tax deductible.

Artist’s impressions
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Carmel’s home, a place to heal
Carmel’s friends call her
“the pink lady”. Her life is
full of colour. Her hair is
shades of purple.
And her home is filled with bright
tinges. From her pink curtains to her
on-display collection of treasured
barbie dolls, on the surface, Carmel
appears to have a full, vibrant life.
But in Carmel’s case, appearances
are deceiving. And while her smile
lights up her face, years of pain and
suffering begin to show as she shares
her story.
Two years ago Carmel’s sight and
hearing began to deteriorate. “It was
frightening,” says Carmel. “My health
took a real dive. I couldn’t hear
anything, I couldn’t see anything.”
Day-to-day tasks suddenly became
overwhelming. “When I went out, I
couldn’t see a bus or a car. I couldn’t
even ring a taxi because I couldn’t
see the numbers on my phone. It was
really daunting,” Carmel explains.
And Carmel quickly became isolated.
“When in a social situation, it was
embarrassing. I couldn’t hear what
anyone was saying. I would go for
coffee with friends or family and it was
just terrible because I couldn’t join in
the conversation. So I avoided it.”
8

It wasn’t until a week-long hospital
stay that Carmel was diagnosed with
‘musical ear syndrome’, a condition
that causes auditory hallucinations,
thought to result from a problem in
the brain’s wiring.

quickly everything fell into place. The
next day Wesley Mission met with
Carmel and started putting plans in
motion.

“I was fortunate enough to be put in
touch with Wesley Mission,” she says.
“They
were so beautiful to me they
“I started hearing opera music day and
really looked after me and took me in
night. At first, I’d jump up and ask my
and they gave me hope.”
daughter, ‘Did anyone have any music
Carmel’s Wesley Mission caseworker,
on? Can you hear what I was
Caroline has been a crucial member
hearing?’ And she said ‘no’. That
in her support network during this
really sent me into a major panic
season.
because I was just hearing this music
all the time and it just wouldn’t stop.”
“They took care of everything – making
my phone calls and getting my bills
At the same time Carmel’s health
organised because I couldn’t do it,”
deteriorated, she almost became
Carmel says.
homeless. Living with her daughter,
son-in-law and two grandchildren, her “They organised people to come pick
me up, take me shopping and take
beloved family was suddenly
me
to the doctor when I needed. They
transferred overseas for work. And
really
held my hand the whole way.
because of her declining health,
Carmel couldn’t go with them.
“I was very afraid of being alone in the
community with my family overseas,”
Carmel shares.
As her health worsened and on the
brink of losing her home, Carmel
reached out for help at her local
community centre. “I explained my
position that I was about to be
homeless because I just couldn’t
function.”
They connected her with Wesley
Mission. Carmel couldn’t believe how

“Honestly, I can’t speak
highly enough of Wesley
Mission and the beautiful
people associated with it.”
Thanks to Liesa and the team at
Wesley Community Housing, Carmel
now has a place to call home.
“Liesa came here to sign the lease
with me and she was so welcoming,
so kind and so lovely. Whenever I see
Liesa, she’s smiling, loving and helpful
– just a beautiful person.”

Wesley Impact! Carmel’s home, a place to heal

Moving in mid-2019, Carmel is now
surrounded by the comforts of her
own home and decorated to her own
tastes. Carmel’s colourful home
matches her bright face, which lights
up with a beaming smile. For the first
time, Carmel’s life has balance. The
strains of her life have come together
in full symphony.
“It’s been wonderful being here, it’s
giving me time to heal,” Carmel
shares. “It’s actually given me time to
concentrate on me, walk that path to
get to where I need to be. So living
here is good because it’s very serene.
“Now I feel excited about living,” she
exclaims.
Shortly after moving into her new
home, Caroline supported Carmel
with her first surgery to receive a
cochlear implant to improve her
‘musical ear’ condition.
“It has been absolutely amazing. I still
hear the music and radio all the time,
but at least with the cochlear there’s
a distraction. Now I can hear the cars
go by, I can hear birds but before the
cochlear, all I heard was music and I
couldn’t switch it off,” she says.
Following her cochlear implant came
Carmel’s first cataract surgery. And
just before Christmas 2019, Carmel

received her second cataract surgery.
Since her health began to deteriorate,
Carmel’s had six surgeries in total.

“It’s given me life. I used to
feel like I was in a coffin.”
“With no sight and hearing, if
someone knocks at the door, you
don’t know they’re there or if
someone walks into your home, you
don’t know they’re there. It’s just
scary but now it’s wonderful.”
Carmel says she’s thankful for her
support system, including Caroline
who has been there along every step
of her journey.
“She’s just a lovely spirit. She’s very
kind and understanding. When she
comes to visit me, we have morning
tea together and it’s lovely. It’s more
like a visit from a friend really.”
Along with her new home, Carmel
now has a community she can lean
on, including her neighbour upstairs
she now calls her friend.
“She often makes a meal and passes
it over the balcony or she finds
something from the shop [and] she
pops in and gets it. She’s just a lovely
neighbour to have,” Carmel says. “I’m
fortunate I’m in a safe place
surrounded by lovely people.”

Pottering in her community’s garden
has become a new hobby Carmel
can enjoy since having her cataract
surgeries. Thanks to a partnership
between Wesley Community Housing
and the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Carmel has participated in gardening
days organised by Liesa.
Carmel has developed a bit of a
green thumb as pot plants now
overflow her balcony. She also
relishes the easy access to fresh
herbs and vegetables from the
community garden.
Carmel gushes with thanks for
Wesley Mission. Her overflowing
thankfulness to Liesa, Caroline and
all those who have supported her
along her journey, speaks volumes to
her true generous nature.
“This is my chance to say to all the
people involved in Wesley Mission.
Without you all, I wouldn’t be here
and I honestly mean it. They’ve saved
my life and I’ll forever be indebted to
them.”

Almost half of the households
living in community housing
are over the age of 55.

Carmel and Liesa, Wesley Community Housing’s Community Engagement
Officer harvest homegrown vegetables together.
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Building community,
one tenant at a time

If home is where the heart is, then the Wesley Community Housing team
know how to put heart into providing people secure homes.
A typical day sees this team of ten
specialists help match an applicant to
an appropriate property, make
connections for tenants to other
Wesley Mission services, address
repairs to properties, follow up on
individual tenancy agreements and
take an apartment block through a
gardening program.
Their workspace is already a hive of
activity, with conversations and phone
calls being made, when one of the
tenancy team walks in with a huge,
homegrown pumpkin gifted by a
tenant. Amid laughter and the
apparent success of the gardening
program, it’s clear that this team are
far from being slick real estate agents.
Wesley Community Housing Manager,
Lisa says, “We’re not the suits. We’re
people and we provide a personalised
approach to our tenants. We don’t
just want to address people’s housing
needs but, where we can, we help
people practically, emotionally and
even spiritually. Whatever someone
needs, we will find the links.”
Connecting people with the diverse
range of wrap-around services that
Wesley Mission offers helps to set
Wesley Community Housing apart.
10

Over the last year, 65 per cent of
tenants accessed additional services
including disability support, vocational
training, financial counselling and
mental health services. And this is
essential because over 90 per cent of
housing applicants are living with
disability or mental illness.
Wesley Mission CEO, the Rev Keith
Garner feels strongly about the need

experienced disadvantage or
disability.”
Wesley Mission’s tenancy workers
strive to get the tenant balance right
for every property. The goal is to build
community, connection and an
essential sense of belonging. “We are
thrilled when our tenants report
improvements to their wellbeing and
we see practical examples of this
every day. It might be someone
popping to their neighbour’s
apartment for a cup of sugar or giving
our office a call if they haven’t seen
their elderly neighbour and they are
concerned,” Lisa says.
Wesley Community Housing currently
manages over 400 tenancies
encompassing crisis, transitional,
social and affordable housing and
Specialist Disability Accommodation
across Sydney, Central Coast and
Newcastle.

to reduce social housing stigma,
saying, “Negative depictions of
people in social and affordable
housing are over represented in the
media and serve to reinforce unhelpful “We’re looking to grow the number of
properties that we have available,” Mr
stereotypes. This bias shows up in
Garner
says, “Because providing safe
the attitudes of average Australians
and
stable
housing helps to create
and needs to be corrected in the
the kind of community where we all
media because no person should
have the chance to thrive.”
automatically be perceived as
problematic and undeserving,
particularly people who have

Wesley Impact! Building community, one tenant at a time

Glebe affordable housing
project moves ahead
A development application has been approved for the complete refurbishment of Wesley
RJ Williams, an existing property on Glebe Point Road, to become affordable housing.
The approval was given following
planning and design review by City of
Sydney along with important
consultation with local community
members.
Wesley Mission CEO, the Rev Keith
Garner acknowledged this important
milestone, saying, “We had to take
action. Finding secure and affordable
housing in Sydney is almost
impossible for low to moderate
income earners.
“I see it in our staff and congregations,
for example, single women over 55
years who cannot find stable, longterm accommodation.”
But it wasn’t until a very generous
Wesley Mission supporter, who is also
an expert in property development,
met with Mr Garner and a new vision
for the site became possible.
“Despite a clear drive to see Wesley
RJ Williams utilised in a way that fits
with the Wesley Mission ethos to
support people in need, we have not
been able to do this until now,” says
Mr Garner.
The refurbished property will provide
74 self-contained apartments,
including a mix of studios and fourbedroom configurations for families.
“This is a first project that, with our
partners, we hope will provide a
framework to help unlock underutilised
properties to deliver positive social
outcomes and strengthen community
inclusion and cohesion. The need for
social and affordable housing is great,”
Mr Garner says.
The Community Housing Industry
Association (CHIA) NSW and
Homelessness NSW commissioned a
study in 2018 to estimate the need for
social and affordable housing and
found that there was unmet need of
76,000 social housing and 21,400

Artist’s impression

affordable housing properties. Since
this time, COVID-19 and the
subsequent economic downturn have
increased demand. Fortunately,
investing in housing can also deliver
positive social and economic benefits
that can help to address this growing
need.
The NSW Government has sought
feedback on a discussion paper that
outlines the creation of a 20-year
vision for housing. The paper also
notes the importance of developing
safe and affordable housing, stating,
“Housing will be a critical part of our
recovery from the immediate and
fundamental impacts of COVID-19 and
recent drought and bushfires.” Wesley
Mission, along with other members of
Churches Housing have submitted a
response supporting the strategy
along with highlighting additional areas
of community need.
The Wesley RJ Williams project now
moves into phase two, which includes
detailed design specification before
phase three when the construction
work to improve the property will
begin.

Artist’s impression

The intended refurbishment is part of
Wesley Mission’s strategy to review its
property portfolio and enhance how
the organisation provides integrated
solutions and support across its broad
network of services which assist more
than 200,000 people each year.
The property will be managed by
Wesley Community Housing to ensure
that the mix of tenants will add to the
sense of community both within the
building and within the wider Glebe
context.
To find out more about the project
visit: wesleymission.org.au/
wesley-rj-williams
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Wesley Impact! Wordwise

In the hands
of the potter
Jeremiah 18: 1-11

As individuals and communities, we
must deal with the reality of constant
change. Currently, the world is dealing
with changing circumstances in the
most challenging situation of an
international pandemic. Remaining
persistent in faith and discipleship, is
the key to being effective. These
unique circumstances bring us back
to the essentials of trust and
belonging.
In recent days, I have found the words
of the prophet Jeremiah to be
extraordinarily helpful. I turn my
attention to the 18th chapter.
Jeremiah communicates in a very
meaningful way and often in what we
describe as prophetic symbolism.
Nothing he writes so immediately
draws our attention than his
explanation of his visit to the potter’s
house.
We read of a clay pot that is marred in
the hands of the potter and then,
remarkably, it is remade into another
vessel.

point that the potter at work “…is one
of God’s favourite pictures of himself 1”.
Consider the breadth of scripture and
how from the earliest reference in
Genesis 2:7 through to the remaking
of Simon Peter after his denial to the
transformation of Saul into Paul, how
God always acted as the potter who
moulds lives to be suitable for His
service.
What is true for individuals is also true
for communities. In the original biblical
context, we are taken beyond mere
individual influence where God calls
His people to be moulded into His will
and ways. In the lives of each
individual and in community
engagement, we yield to God’s
purposes. We are able to observe
how He remakes our brokenness so
that we become something beautiful
for God.

Søren Kierkegaard characterised the
way those used by God find
themselves influenced by His Spirit.
He famously noted four basic
“Like clay in the hands of the potter, so differences between ‘the genius’ and
are you in my hand,” (Jeremiah 18:6).
‘the apostle’ 2. Thomas R. Steagald
reflects how this can be helpful in
There is something very endearing
understanding
Jeremiah 18. He
about this illustration, which indicates
points
out
that
Jeremiah
is called to
how our lives can be given over to
his
life’s
work,
experiences
isolation
God, so He might mould us to be fit
within
his
community
and
yet,
despite
for His service. But first we need to
his loneliness, he becomes an
voluntarily place ourselves into the
gracious hands of God. As I look back effective prophet under the hand of
God the potter 3.
over my life, I am grateful that I can
recall such an experience, which
Over many years as a preacher, I have
made all the difference in terms of the visited ‘The Potteries’ area of Britain.
calling of God upon my life.
This was the home of Wedgewood,
Duchess, Royal Doulton and many
In his book The Message of
other great manufacturers of bone
Jeremiah, Derek Kidner makes the
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china. During one of my visits to
Burslem, I was taken to see a potter
at work. It was inspiring to see a
shapeless mass of clay become
something wonderful.
In my penultimate Wordwise in
Wesley Impact! magazine, I
commend this biblical picture to you
in the hope that it might bring
encouragement as we look to the
future. Kidner sees this word about
the potter as “a statement of first
class importance for our
understanding of all prophecy,
removing it entirely from the realm of
fatalism 4”.
Amid the current pandemic, it would
be easy to be despondent and have a
hopeless outlook on the world. But
there is nothing timid about the hope
that Christians bear and believe. Not
only does this sustain us, but it also
enables us to make the difficult place
a setting where we can discover
springs, which bring great
refreshment (Psalm 84).
We are reminded by the prophet of:

The sensitive pressure of the
hands of God upon our lives
Whenever we can watch a potter at
work, it is their hands that capture our
attention. It is fascinating to see how
clay can take on form and symmetry
under the delicate pressure of the
hands of the skilful potter.
In our home there are three special
items and one sits on my desk. It is a
small clay pot, which one of the
children brought home from school. It
would never win an award and can

Wesley Impact! Wordwise

us, made and remade us through the
house is the first of several instances
barely hold a few staples or
difficult story which is uniquely ours.
where something very practical,
paperclips, but it is precious. In our
The current pandemic is calling all of
which captivates the eye, is used to
bathroom is a large clay pot that we
us to be open to God’s loving and
use as a waste basket. This was
convey a deep spiritual truth. R E
patient care once again. Andrew
made by Carol’s mother when she
Clements concludes, “The action of
Dearman, in his commentary, uses
decided to take up pottery in
the potter is interpreted by the
the picture of the potter’s house and
prophet as a sign and an analogy for
retirement. All these years later, it is a
the activity of the potter to great effect.
reminder of someone special. Thirdly,
the action of God to Israel 6.”
we have a pink vase that was given to
“Wet clay is malleable, which means it
The main message in Jeremiah 18 is
us by Susie, who spent her relatively
is capable of being formed in a variety
that God is free and not bound. His
short life in a wheelchair and became
of shapes, but it is also capable of
activity is what will make all the
a very dear friend. She helped to
collapsing its shape or of being
difference to our lives. John Rogers,
mould the vase and glazed it herself.
ill-mixed and thus unsuitable for
in a reflection on this chapter says,
Each of these items evokes memories
firing 9.”
“The potter is not obliged to complete
and their beauty lies in the pressure of
any vessel he has begun to make 7”.
I wonder if you have ever considered
loving hands that helped to produce
While this is true, it is God’s nature
new ways to give yourself to the love
the gifts that will always mean so
and choice to remake that which is
of God, which might transform you
much to us.
marred.
more and more to be effective in His
Across more than 200 years at
service?
Looking back over your life, have
Wesley Mission, God’s loving hands
there been times when you have not
Many of us (who may be older) will
have helped to change and mould
completely understood what God
remember the words of Adelaide A.
people, even in the most challenging
was doing? And, only with the gift of
Pollard who wrote, “Have thine own
of circumstances.
hindsight, were you able to see that
way, Lord.” It was a hymn that
God has been with you through even
Dominic Doyle reminded us that,
focused on this inspirational passage
the most difficult times?
“Christian hope is not an irresponsible
from Jeremiah 18. Perhaps the most
flight from the world. On the contrary,
The patient and constant care of significant line is:
it is the basis on which one can
the love of God
“Melt me and mould me after thy will.”
realistically and honestly face the
I find it makes sense to talk about
world’s shortcomings 5.”
Can there be anything more vital for
Jeremiah and the potter’s house
sincere Christians who are seeking
The purpose which enables
when I relate it to the patient love of
after
God’s will, than to make
change is the mind of the potter God. The potter demonstrates how it
themselves available to God’s shaping
The potter’s mind is critical, for it is
is possible to remake that which, at
of
their lives? As a community wishing
here that the greatest of creations are
first glance, might look ugly and
to
serve God, we too need to be
born. In every generation here at
ill-formed. Our lives are often marred
shaped
in such a way to be helpful for
Wesley Mission, women and men
and need to be reshaped. As an
the
future.
have been able to dream dreams –
evangelist, I have made the point that
and then to translate those dreams
this passage is a good example of the Rev Keith V Garner AM
into the most imaginative expressions
way God’s gift of salvation comes to
of Christian service. I think of our work us, without any effort on our part. We
1.	 Kidner, Derek, The Message of Jeremiah, Inter
Varsity Press, p.76
with children in foster care, of efforts
must acknowledge that something
2.	
Kierkegaard, Søren, Without Authority:
to prevent suicide, innovative care for
has gone wrong, and it needs to be
Kierkegaard’s Writings, XVIII, Princeton
people experiencing homelessness
changed and remade. Whenever I
University Press, p.91-108
and many congregational
have observed this, my heart is
3.	Steadgald, Thomas R, Feasting on the Word,
developments across a broad range
thrilled at what God is able to do,
Year C, Volume 4, Westminster John Knox
Press, p.30
of cultural communities.
even in the most impossible situations.
These are just a few aspects of our
work that remind us that God places
His purpose into the minds of people,
long before they are brought to full
expression. Over the years, the work
has developed into something that
the Lord can use in new ways. The
work of Jesus Christ has been
advanced not by our skills alone, but
by the inspiration and empowerment
that God, the Holy Spirit brings.
The visit of the prophet to the potter’s

One writer asked, “Was there some
fault in the clay 8?” He went on to
question whether the clay was too dry
or too soft. But, whatever the problem
was, it was remodelled by the potter.
When God sees the faults in our own
lives, there is no word of recrimination,
no blaming the clay; only a willingness
to exercise His constancy, which is
always centred upon love.

4.	 Kidner, Derek, The Message of Jeremiah, Inter
Varsity Press, p.77

5.	Doyle, Dominic, Hope: Promise, Possibility and
Fulfilment, Paulist Press, p.19
6.	Clements, R E, Interpretation Commentary on
Jeremiah, John Knox Press, p.112
7.	 Rogers, John, Poets and Prophets, Edited by
Grace Emerson, SPCK, p.106
8.	Duncan, George, Preacher Among the
Prophets, Hodder & Stoughton, p.129
9.	Dearman, J Andrew, The NIV Application
Commentary, Jeremiah/Lamentations,
Zondervan, p.184

Here at Wesley Mission, we are very
thankful for the ways God has used
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Ross Greenwood podcast shines light on
Wesley Financial Counselling
“You’ve got to walk alongside people,” said Wesley Mission CEO, the
Rev Keith V Garner AM in a recent interview with acclaimed finance
journalist and radio presenter, Ross Greenwood.
Ross Greenwood

2019-2020 Australian bushfires. He
explained how those affected by the
bushfires can find support through
financial counsellors. Wesley Mission
has 21 financial counsellors, spanning
from Port Macquarie to Wollongong,
who can help people start their
journey towards recovery.

In Mr Greenwood’s new podcast,
Rebuilding Australia, focusing on
practical support for bushfire recovery,
he interviewed Mr Garner in the series’
third episode, ‘Help for non-insured
homeowners’.
Mr Garner highlighted the current
struggles faced by people who’ve lost
their homes or businesses during the

“Simply having someone to turn to
who has the basic information,” Mr
Garner said. “Those people who
haven’t got any kind of insurance,
financial counsellors are the place to
turn to.”
He also shared the role financial
counsellors will play in practically
helping people get back on their feet.
“It will never be the same. But it can
get better,” Mr Garner said. “The
advantage of a financial counsellor is,
they’re trained. They understand, as

you’ve said quite rightly, they know
where to go and who to go to.”
Mr Garner spoke about the different
financial grants and recovery
payments available to people and
businesses impacted by the bushfires
who don’t have insurance and the
steps they can take to access this
financial support.
“Disaster welfare of all kinds is
available. You’re quite right to say it’s
not going to change the situation…
but it does make a difference if you
can access some of those resources,”
he said.
To speak with a Wesley Financial
Counsellor, call 1300 827 638.
Alternatively, call the National Debt
Helpline on 1800 007 007 to access
a financial counsellor.

There’s an opera star
in the garden
Opera Australia’s principal soprano, Jane Ede,
surprised residents of Alan Walker Village with a
special performance to lift the spirits of those who
had been isolating in their homes.
“When we were approached to sing for the residents
here, I couldn’t believe we hadn’t thought of it
before,” Jane said.
“We’re all these performers sitting around missing
performing, and particularly with the restrictions, we
also have a lot of people who might be feeling a bit
isolated. So this brilliant idea brought us both together.”
Residents gathered in one of the courtyards for a
socially distanced performance. For some, it was
the first time in several months they could invite
over a friend.
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Soprano, Jane Ede sings the Vilya
aria from The Merry Widow.

“The performance for me raised my spirits and reinforced the
benefits of music,” resident, Gordon said. “The outdoor
location also helped me to understand the quality of Jane’s
superb voice.”

Wesley Impact! News

Pandemic sees significant increase in
urgent requests for help
Wesley Emergency Relief provides immediate assistance to
anyone in imminent risk of being unable to pay essential bills.
Wesley Mission has received a
significant increase in requests for
support during COVID-19 and from
March to June, more than 2,000
people received this type of help, an
increase of 85 per cent on the same
period last year. Families and
individuals seeking support shared
the strain they’re under where some
lost jobs due to the economic
downturn, some had their working
hours reduced and others whose visa
conditions left them unable to apply
for government assistance.
Practical support was provided
through bill relief, food vouchers,
critical medical expenses, rent arrears
and vouchers for essentials such as
clothes and school uniforms. Wesley
Emergency Relief helped families
maintain their tenancies, keep the
power on during the cold winter
months and has provided help and
hope to people who’ve been most
affected during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Wesley Mission CEO, the Rev Keith
Garner said, “We’ve seen a steady
increase in requests for help since late
2019, first it was the bushfires and
now the health and economic crises
brought about by COVID-19.”
“This has been the greatest challenge
that Australians have faced since

Thanks to Wesley
Emergency Relief, Wesley
Community Housing have
been able to deliver 120
care packages and gift
vouchers to tenants most
in need during lockdown
due to COVID-19:

Wesley Mission teams pack hampers including
helpful information from NSW Fire & Rescue.

wartime, and we must do all we can
to protect the vulnerable in our society
who are hardest hit and will
experience the negative impacts of
this crisis long after the majority of our
society has recovered.”
Due to the large numbers of people
seeking relief, Wesley Mission
established an online request process
to respond quickly to the significant
volume of urgent applications.
People in need can apply at
wesleymission.org.au
Special delivery of food hampers
to Northern NSW locations
Hampers containing food and other
essentials were delivered to Wesley
Mission locations in Wyong,
Newcastle, Taree, Coffs Harbour,

“Thanks so much for the amazing
package. I will definitely enjoy it. I had
just run out of toothpaste,” a Wesley
Community Housing tenant said.
“The voucher was amazing, I was
stunned when I saw $100. That is so
generous. I was overwhelmed by the
wonderful kindness of Wesley Mission
and all the amazing people involved.”

Grafton and Ballina. Some of these
areas were impacted by bushfires in
late 2019 and early 2020, with our
teams receiving requests from families
struggling in makeshift accommodation
or having lost employment and income
because of COVID-19.
Hampers were delivered to families
and people experiencing hardship
and were well timed to arrive as winter
set in, bringing increased financial
pressures such as heating costs.
Many people expressed their gratitude
for such a thoughtful and practical
gift. One mother said, “The package
arrived at just the right time… it was
really what a care package should
look like.”

Another tenant said, “Thanks for your
wonderful gift you have delivered
today – random acts of kindness.
Bless you and all of the team at
Wesley Mission.”
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Report offers solutions to address emerging
areas of suicide risk following COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic is a unique health crisis with far reaching effects.
With concern for those hardest hit, Wesley Mission and Suicide Prevention Australia
have partnered together to produce a white paper highlighting the broader social
and economic factors causing distress – stepping away from a mental health
specific approach.
“Our report shows that people are
experiencing distress due to being out
of work, being homeless, lonely or
through a drug or alcohol problem.
These life circumstances can leave
people vulnerable to distress and
suicidality,” said Nieves Murray, CEO
of Suicide Prevention Australia.
The paper recommends a whole of
government, whole of community
approach to tackle the secondary
impacts of the crisis, which are being
felt across Australia. Both groups
acknowledge that many of the
measures introduced by the
government have helped limit distress
levels.
Wesley Mission CEO, the Rev Keith
Garner said, “Addressing this crisis
will require a sustained, collaborative
effort to protect Australian lives.
Particularly for those people who,
after months of increased isolation or
having depleted their available
resources, will find themselves in
crisis.”

Ms Christine Morgan discusses distress felt
by the community during COVID-19.

of governments across jurisdictions to
address this important issue. “We’ve
said we’re no longer going to wait for
people to come to us… half of the
people we unfortunately lose to
suicide have not been in touch with
mental health services,” she said.

The distress people are experiencing
as a result of the pandemic was
Following the release of the white
paper, Mr Garner interviewed National consistently reported at a local level
by Wesley Suicide Prevention
Suicide Prevention Adviser, Christine
Morgan and Rebecca Burdick Davies, Networks.
Director of Policy, Advocacy &
“Our 114 suicide prevention networks
Government Relations from Suicide
across Australia have reported a
Prevention Australia in a webinar that
strong negative impact to people’s
was streamed live online.
wellbeing from unemployment and
Outlining the Australian Government’s increasing concerns for finances.
response to the crisis as presented in
Both are well-established risk factors
the National Mental Health and
for suicide and were identified by our
Wellbeing Pandemic Response Plan,
networks located in cities, regional
Ms Morgan reflected that she was
and remote areas alike,” said Mr
encouraged by the coming together
Garner.
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However, during the conversation, all
three speakers referred to the
importance of hope and of social
connection as protective factors.
“As I have worked over these last few
months I think the thing that has
come home to me so strongly is the
power of social connection. That if we
find the way to stay connected with
one another and we can have hope,
then there is a way through,” said Ms
Morgan.
To read the recommendations made
in the white paper and to watch the
webinar visit:
wesleymission.org.au/reducingdistress

Find a Wesley LifeForce Suicide
Prevention Network near you.
Call 1800 100 024
If you need immediate support
please call Lifeline on 13 11 14.
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Major public
health
and social
concerns as
pokies reopen
after lockdown
Wesley Mission, the Alliance for
Gambling Reform and the NSW
Council for Social Service came
together to express deep concern as
gaming rooms reopened at the
beginning of June after being closed
for ten weeks.
During the lockdown period that also
prompted the closure of poker
machines, more than $1 billion was
saved across NSW, with $470 million
in Western Sydney alone. “That’s a
tremendous amount of money that
will have been used to pay utility bills,
rent and mortgages, and for other
essentials, and supporting local
businesses,” said Wesley Mission
CEO, the Rev Keith V Garner AM.

“Gambling harm isn’t just about losing
money, which can be devastating, it is
also connected to family violence,
mental illness, homelessness and
other social and public health issues,”
said Mr Garner.

Rev Tim Costello has been a long-term
advocate for gambling reform.

Alliance for Gambling Reform Chief
Advocate, Rev Tim Costello, said he
was horrified poker machines were
allowed to reopen without
consideration for reducing their harm.
“The NSW Government did a great job
of minimising the health impacts of
COVID-19 by wisely listening to public
health experts. It’s time they did the
same with gambling harm,” he said.

“We’ve heard from our counsellors
that this forced period of lockdown
has presented gamblers with an
opportunity to seek help and to begin
to address the underlying causes of
this addiction.”
Rev Tim Costello joined the Rev Keith
Garner for a live streamed
conversation on social media with
both leaders encouraging individuals
and congregations to raise their voice
on this issue.

“Considering the high levels of distress
in communities caused by economic
downturn and increased isolation, it is
important to bring attention to
gambling at this time as an entirely
Wesley Gambling Counselling
preventable cause of poverty,” Mr
supports people affected by gambling Garner said.
across NSW, with many people from
vulnerable communities where high
Australia has the highest
concentrations of poker machines in
per capita gambling losses
local pubs and clubs are causing
in the world at just under
sometimes irreparable harm to
$25 billion in 2019.
families and individuals.

Trevor’s garden gift to the Newcastle community
For the last four years, retired gardener
Trevor has voluntarily tended to Wesley
Mission Newcastle’s garden. And it’s work
he’s continually passionate about.
“I volunteer because it gives me something
to do to still participate in the community,”
says Trevor. “It’s a great thing to do
volunteering and you should just do it.
“And it’s good for your soul and a great
thing to do instead of sitting around at
home doing nothing. Become a
volunteer. Get more out of life.”
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic,
Trevor has continued to tend to the garden
to provide Wesley Mission staff a tranquil
space to rejuvenate, as they continue to
support people most in need.

Trevor beams as he takes
people on a tour of his garden.
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Pastor Watson Pualilo and his family
lead the online service.

Wesley Mission’s Samoan Congregation
paves the way for church online
It was a long night. They spent hours
recording their first online church
service. “We wanted to get it as
perfect as it can be,” Pastor Watson
Pualilo said, Minister for Wesley
Mission’s Samoan Congregation.

“It was a totally new
experience for myself
and my family who are all
involved with this.”
In March 2020, gathering restrictions
prevented churches from meeting
in-person, due to the coronavirus
(COVID-19). So Wesley Mission’s
congregations moved into the online
space by streaming their weekly
church services.
“When I first heard that we’d be
holding our services online, a bit of
panic and fear set in because I’d
never done online before,” Ps Watson
said.
But Ps Watson and his family are
making a significant impact in the
community with their online service.
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Together with his wife Tanya and two
children, Grace and Jireh, they’ve
adapted their service to bring the
message of Jesus Christ in a relatable
format online. And while a small
congregation of less than 50 people,
their online presence has expanded
their reach since they began
streaming.
“We didn’t expect to get more than 50
views. So it’s good that we’re able to
reach that many people. It’s really
encouraging,” he said.
Since they began streaming, their
numbers have grown from strength to
strength, with over 3,100 views and
more than 52 hours watched. Their
church service has moved beyond an
Australian audience to have an
international presence in New
Zealand, the United States and the
United Kingdom.
Furthermore, Ps Watson said their
online presence has provided another
pathway to share the gospel message
with people they previously wouldn’t
have reached. While Ps Watson’s

church community is eager to
physically gather again, he hopes they
can continue ministering to people
online.

“Even when we go back to
our churches, I hope we
can maintain contact with
those people viewing our
services online,” he said.
In addition to services in Samoan,
Wesley Mission are also streaming
services in English, Indonesian and
Chinese each week.
Join Wesley Mission’s Samoan
Congregation at wesleymission.org.
au/congregations-online or Wesley
Mission’s Facebook page at 11am
every Sunday.

Since beginning online
services the Samoan
congregation’s weekly streamed
services have been viewed a
total of 8,200 times.
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Wesley Mission to deliver home care and disability
services to Northern Rivers
Clarence Valley Council have
transferred the community services
provided by Clarence Care + Support
to Wesley Mission after a successful
tender process. This sees the
expansion of Wesley Mission’s North
Coast NSW services to include home
care, services for veterans, support
for people with disability and
community meal delivery.
Wesley Mission CEO, the Rev Keith
Garner said, “Supporting people in
the Northern Rivers region is a natural
continuation of the broad range of
community services Wesley Mission
already offers.”

Rev Keith Garner and Clarence Valley Council General Manager,
Ashley Lindsay exchange gifts by local artists.

“In the last year, people living in this
region have experienced fires and
flood, the impact of needing to socially
distance due to COVID-19 and many
areas are still in drought. Across NSW
this is a time when local communities
need additional support to strengthen
both their mental and physical health.”
Wesley Mission in partnership with
Clarence Care + Support will now
have offices in Maclean and Yamba,
and to add to current services in
Grafton opening a much larger office
at 82 Victoria Street.

NSW
locations

Ballina
Maclean

Yamba

Grafton

(L-R) Grace Chan, General Manager - Wesley Home
and Residential Care with Home Care Manager,
Margaret and Maclean Team Leader, Juanita.

Coﬀs Harbour

Celebrating Volunteer Week
at Lifeline Sydney & Sutherland
During Volunteer Week in May, three wonderful volunteers from
Lifeline Sydney & Sutherland were recognised with the Opal of
Honour award for 15 years’ service.
Volunteer Crisis Supporters, Patricia, Jennifer and Prue were
awarded for their selfless support to callers in distress, especially
over the last 12 months.
Patricia, Jenifer and Prue are just three of many Lifeline Sydney &
Sutherland volunteers who go above and beyond every day.
Thank you to all Wesley Mission volunteers, your essential
contribution is transforming the lives of people across Australia.
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Help us rebuild lives
and restore hope.
Since the 1970s, Wesley Edward Eagar Centre has been supporting
some of the most vulnerable adults in our community.
Did you know that the total number of Australians who are homeless has
now increased to over 116,000 people every night? But just as homelessness
is rising, the rooms inside the centre have become tired and old. A major
upgrade to the building comes at a significant cost, that is why we have
launched our Wesley Edward Eagar Centre appeal. Your support can help us
continue to provide a safe place to shelter and a place of connection to help
people break the cycle of homelessness.

Donate now
wesleymission.org.au/weec2020
1800 021 821

